
[Updated March 2020] 

TO PRINT 

Drop-off Form 

Part A: Personal Details 

Name: 

Mobile number: 

Email: 

Payout Option: 
(Please tick as 
appropriate)

☐PayNow
☐PayLah!
☐Bank Transfer:

____________________________ 
(Please provide your bank account details. 
E.g. POSB 123-456-789)

Number of items 
in the bag: 
(Min 5, Max 20)

*Kindly print out this form and attach it firmly onto your bag of
clothes.

       

*Do remember to drop us an SMS at 90603115 at least one
day before dropping off your bag of clothes.

Part B: Terms of Engagement 

About Us 

fumbles & jumbles is an independent reseller and is not 
affiliated with or endorsed by any designer, 
manufacturer, retailer or brands that are listed in our 
website. 

Upfront Payout Offer 

Our team will determine the best value for each clothing 
received based on the condition and sellability. Upon 
processing your bag of clothes, an offer will be made to 
you within an hour*, of which you may choose to accept 
or reject. The offer amount will be made at our sole 
discretion. In the event that no reply is received within 24 
hours of an SMS reminder, we will deem the offer as 
being accepted and process the payout based on the 
details given in Part A. 

On average, we offer between $0.50 to $8 for each 
piece of clothing.  

* Any possible delays will be notified via SMS

Payment 

Upon acceptance of the offer, payment will be credited 
into your designated bank account within 24 hours 
based on the details given in Part A.  

Rejection of Offer and/or Rejected Items 

In the event the offer is rejected, you will be given 7 days 
to retrieve your bag of clothes. After which, if left 
uncollected, will become property of fumbles & jumbles.  

Part C: Acceptance and Declaration 

All particulars and details given herein are true and 
accurate to the best of my knowledge.  

(Please tick as appropriate) 

☐I fully understand that if I reject the upfront payout
offer, I will need to retrieve my bag of clothing at
Tradehub21 office within 7 days from the notified
date. Else, fumbles & jumbles reserves the rights to
sell or donate the clothes.

☐I hereby declare that all information given in this
form is accurate. Any conflicts created as a result of
inaccurate information given will not be deemed
responsible by fumbles & jumbles.
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